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Abstract

Quantization Neural Networks (QNN) have attracted a
lot of attention due to their high efficiency. To enhance
the quantization accuracy, prior works mainly focus on
designing advanced quantization algorithms but still fail
to achieve satisfactory results under the extremely low-bit
case. In this work, we take an architecture perspective to
investigate the potential of high-performance QNN. There-
fore, we propose to combine Network Architecture Search
methods with quantization to enjoy the merits of the two
sides. However, a naive combination inevitably faces un-
acceptable time consumption or unstable training problem.
To alleviate these problems, we first propose the joint train-
ing of architecture and quantization with a shared step size
to acquire a large number of quantized models. Then a
bit-inheritance scheme is introduced to transfer the quan-
tized models to the lower bit, which further reduces the
time cost and meanwhile improves the quantization accu-
racy. Equipped with this overall framework, dubbed as
Once Quantization-Aware Training (OQAT), our searched
model family, OQATNets, achieves a new state-of-the-art
compared with various architectures under different bit-
widths. In particular, OQAT-2bit-M achieves 61.6% Ima-
geNet Top-1 accuracy, outperforming 2-bit counterpart Mo-
bileNetV3 by a large margin of 9% with 10% less com-
putation cost. A series of quantization-friendly architec-
tures are identified easily and extensive analysis can be
made to summarize the interaction between quantization
and neural architectures. Codes and models are released
at https://github.com/LaVieEnRoseSMZ/OQA

1. Introduction

Quantization Neural Networks (QNN) is a promising re-
search direction to deploy deep neural networks on edge
devices. Extensive efforts have been devoted to improving
quantization performance with Quantization-Aware Train-

(a) 3-bit. (b) 2-bit.

Figure 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art extremely low-bit
neural networks on the ImageNet dataset. Our OQATNets achieve
a new state-of-the-art under various bit-widths.

ing [4, 41, 10, 20, 9, 2, 15] or Post-Training Quantiza-
tion [28, 21]. Recent studies [27, 26] investigate the quanti-
zation impact on architecture and thus take the architecture
perspective to pursue high-performance quantized models
with expert efforts and manual design. Compared with the
laborious manual trials, the combination of Network Archi-
tecture Search (NAS) and quantization seems to be a more
natural solution.

The existing combination of NAS and quantization
methods could either be classified as NAS-then-Quantize or
Quantization-aware NAS as shown in Figure 2. NAS-then-
Quantize (Figure 2(a)) usually results in sub-optimal perfor-
mance because the ranking order of full precision networks
is not identical to that of quantized networks. Thus, this tra-
ditional routine may fail to get a good quantized model. Di-
rectly searching with quantized models’ performance (Fig-
ure 2(b)) seems to be an alternative. However, due to the
instability brought by quantization-aware training, simply
combining quantization and NAS results in inferior per-
formance and sub-optimal quantized models as explained
in [3]. Moreover, when quantized into 2-bit, the traditional
training process is highly unstable and introduces very large
accuracy degradation.

Furthermore, all the existing methods [34, 31, 3, 11, 35]
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Figure 2. The overall framework of existing works on combining quantization and NAS methods. (a) NAS-then-Quanztize denotes directly
converting the best searched floating-point architecture to quantization. (b) Existing Quantization-aware NAS first adopts a quantization-
aware search algorithm to find a single architecture, then retrain the quantized weights and activation. (c) Our OQAT can search for many
quantized compact models under various bit widths and deploy their quantized weights directly.

adopt a two-stage search-retrain scheme. Specifically, they
first search for one architecture under the full-precision or
low-bit setting and then retrain the model given the specific
bit widths and architecture settings. This two-stage pro-
cedure undesirably increases the search and retrain cost if
we have multiple deployment constraints and hardware bit
widths.

To alleviate the aforementioned problems, we present
Once Quantization-aware Training (OQAT), a framework
that 1) trains quantized supernet with shared step size and
deploys their quantized weights immediately without re-
training, 2) progressively produces a series of quantized
models under different bit-widths (e.g. 4/3/2 bit). Our ap-
proach leverages the recent NAS approaches which do not
require retraining [37, 5, 38, 6] and combines it with quan-
tization by shared step size. The search space for compact
QNN includes kernel size, depth, width, and resolution. To
provide a better initialization and transfer the knowledge
of the higher bit-width to the lower bit-width, we propose
a bit inheritance mechanism, which reduces the bit-width
progressively to enable efficient searching for QNN under
different quantization bit-widths. Benefiting from the non-
retrain property and large search space under different bit
widths, we conduct an extensive investigation on the inter-
action between neural architecture and model quantization,
to shed light on the design principles of the quantized net-
work.

Extensive experiments prove the effectiveness of our
approach as shown in Figure 1. Our searched quantized

model family, OQATNets, achieves state-of-the-art results
on the ImageNet dataset under 4/3/2 bit. In particular,
our OQAT-2bit-M far exceeds the accuracy of 2-bit Mo-
bileNetV3@LSQ [9] by a large 9% margin while using 10%
less computation budget. Compared with the quantization-
aware NAS method APQ [35], our OQAT-MBV2-4bit-L
uses 43.7% less computation cost while maintaining the
same accuracy as APQ-B.

To summarize, the contributions of our paper are three-
fold:

• Our OQAT is a quantization-aware NAS framework
with the support of share step size to search for
quantized compact models and deploy their quantized
weights without retraining.

• We present the bit inheritance mechanism to reduce
the bit-width progressively so that the higher bit-width
models can guide the search and training of lower bit-
width models.

• We provide insights into quantization-friendly archi-
tecture design. A comprehensive and systematic study
reveals the favored quantization-friendly pattern under
different bit widths.

2. Related Work

High-Performance QNN. QNN has been widely used for
efficiency in deployment. Extensive efforts have been de-
voted to improving the quantization performance of one
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Table 1. ImageNet performance under FP,4,3,2 bit with the same
settings of quantization-aware training. Model-A and Model-B are
two MobileNetV3-like models.

Models FLOPs FP 4-bit 3-bit 2-bit
ResNet18 1813M 71.0 71.0 70.2 67.6
MobileNetV2 299M 72.0 71.3 68.2 55.7
Model-A 283M 75.0 72.3 68.9 54.6
Model-B 291M 75.5 72.3 67.8 49.5

given architecture. [9] proposes to learn step size in the
quantization-aware training (QAT) [41, 7, 2, 22], while
some other research achieve this goal by reduce round-
ing error [28, 21] with small computation cost in the post-
training quantization (PTQ). These methods have achieved
great progress in high bit widths like 8 with PTQ or under
extremely low bit widths for heavy networks like ResNet18
with QAT. The quantization of efficient models [13, 23] still
causes large accuracy degradation. Recent works [27, 26]
also find a strong correlation between architecture and
quantization and intend to push the quantization perfor-
mance by manual design.

Quantization-aware Network Architecture Search In-
spired by recent progress of NAS studies like [25, 11, 24,
19, 18, 40, 38, 5], recent studies combine network quanti-
zation and NAS to automatically search for layer bit-width
with given architecture or search for operations with given
bit-width. HAQ [34] focuses on searching for different bit
widths for different layers in a given network structure and
shows that some layers, which can be quantized to low bits,
are more robust for quantization than others. AutoBNN [31]
utilizes the genetic algorithm to search for network chan-
nels and BMobi [29] searches for the group number of dif-
ferent convolution layers under a certain 1-bit. SPOS [11]
trains a quantized one-shot supernet to search for bit-width
and network channels for heavy ResNet [12]. BATS [3] de-
vises a binary search space and incorporates it within the
DARTS framework [25]. APQ [35] trains a floating-point
supernet and samples thousands of subnet for quantization
to enable the transfer learning from the floating-point pre-
dictor to quantization predictor. Moreover, inherit a two-
stage search-retrain scheme: once the best-quantized ar-
chitectures have been identified, they need to be retrained
for deployment. This procedure significantly increases the
computational cost if we have different deployment con-
straints and hardware bit widths.

3. Preliminary

3.1. Quantization

Quantization maps the floating-point values into fix-
point ones. In this paper, we choose uniform quantization
since it is widely used in the practical deployment. Given a

pre-defined k bit, the weights and activation are quantized
to corresponding signed [−2k−1, 2k−1 − 1] and unsigned
[0, 2k − 1] integer range, respectively. The quantization
function Q can be formulated as:

vq = Q(v, s) = �clip(v
s
,Qmin, Qmax)� × s, (1)

where v represents the floating-point number and vq is the
quantized counterpart. s is the step size for quantization
mapping and [Qmin, Qmax] represents the integer range.

To acquire the quantization accuracy, Post-Training
Quantization and Quantization-Aware Training are two po-
tential approaches. However, PTQ usually fails to achieve
acceptable performance under the extremely low-bit set-
ting [28, 21], which prevents us from revealing the internal
quantization friendliness of a neural network. Thus we uti-
lize QAT and adopt the Learned Step Size Quantization [9]
to ensure the reported accuracy represents the highest per-
formance of a quantized network. LSQ directly optimizes
the step size using the loss:

∂vq

∂v
≈ I(v, Qmin × s,Qmax × s) (2)

∂vq

∂s
≈ −I(

v

s
,Qmin, Qmax) + �v

s
�, (3)

where I(v, Qmin × s,Qmax × s) means the gradient of v
in the range of (Qmin × s,Qmax × s) is approximated by
1, otherwise 0.

3.2. Architecture Impact on Quantization

As broadly investigated in the previous literature, archi-
tecture plays a crucial role in quantization performance.
WRPN [27] improves the quantized accuracy by increas-
ing the width of a neural network by manual design. Re-
ActNet [26] introduces a new activation module and brings
new possibility for BNNs.

To make a deeper analysis into the interaction between
architecture and quantization, we further conduct more val-
idations. In Table 1, we compare two widely used models
ResNet18 and MobileNetV2. Although MobileNetV2 sur-
passes the accuracy of ResNet18 in full-precision, the accu-
racy of 2-bit MobileNetV2 reduces significantly. It is com-
mon sense that compact models with depthwise convolution
like MobileNetV2 tend to be more sensitive to quantiza-
tion than heavy networks like ResNet18. We further present
two MobileNetV3-like models with different depth, width,
and kernel size settings. With a similar computation bud-
get, Model-B surpasses Model-A with 0.5% accuracy gain
in floating-point settings, while the accuracy of Model-B is
5% lower than Model-A in 2-bit. It indicates that different
architecture results in different quantization performances
even when they share similar FP accuracy.
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4. Methodology

In this section, we present Once Quantization-Aware
Training (OQAT), a framework that jointly trains quanti-
zation and search architectures within a huge search space.

4.1. Once Quantization-Aware Training

We first review two prevalent NAS + Quantization
routes: (1) NAS-then-Quantize searches full precision
model performance and then quantizes the optimal FP
model as shown in Figure 2(a). This type of method may
result in sub-optimal architecture since the quantization-
friendliness is not considered during the search pro-
cess. (2) Quantization-aware NAS proposes to incorpo-
rate quantization-aware performance in the NAS process
as shown in Figure 2(b). However, the simple combi-
nation of NAS and quantization results in unstable train-
ing or inferior performance as explained in BATS [3]. To
stabilize the training process, [3] proposes to only quan-
tize activation which does not search the global quan-
tized architectures. Moreover, both NAS-then-Quantize and
Quantization-aware NAS require a two-stage search-retrain
scheme, which is unaffordable if we have multiple deploy-
ment requirements.

To this end, we propose Once Quantization-Aware Train-
ing (OQAT), a framework that jointly trains quantization
and searches architecture with a large search space inspired
by recent non-retrain NAS methods [39, 37, 5, 38]. Specifi-
cally, a quantized supernet with the largest possible depth
(number of blocks), width (number of channels), kernel
size, and input resolution is trained. Then a subnet is ob-
tained from parts of the supernet with depth, width, and
kernel size smaller than the supernet. The subnet uses the
well-trained parameters of the supernet with simple Batch-
Norm calibration [37] for direct deployment without further
retraining.

The overall procedure of OQAT is illustrated as follows:
Step 1, quantized supernet training (Section 4.2): train a
k-bit supernet by learning the weight parameters and step
size simultaneously. Step 2: given a constraint on computa-
tional complexity, search for the architecture with the high-
est quantization performance on the validation dataset. If
k = n, the whole process is finished. Step 3, bit inheritance
(Section 4.3): Use the weight and quantization parameters
of the k bit supernet to initialize the weight and quantization
parameters of the k−1 bit supernet. Step 4: k ← k−1 and
Go to step 1.

Joint training of quantization and architecture does not
come as free lunch as it might appear, but is more subtle
and involves new designed techniques. Unlike the floating-
point supernet training [5, 38], the weights and activation
values are quantized with Eq. 1 for the quantized supernet
training. As explained in LSQ [9] and recent quantization
robustness papers [32, 1], learned step size is sensitive to

Figure 3. The rationality of shared step size. We randomly pick
three subnets from the floating-point (FP) supernet. The subnet
is denoted as FP@FLOPs. We depict the activation and weights
of the second pointwise convolution layer in the third stage. We
find that although the subnets have quite different FLOPs, their
activation and weights share almost the same range (x-axis).

training, and optimal step size is critical for final quantiza-
tion accuracy. The design of the learned step size should
be carefully handled. Under ultra-low bit-width, the tradi-
tional QAT becomes highly unstable and introduces large
accuracy degradation. How to produce low-bit quantized
supernet with high performance efficiently is also crucial.

4.2. Shared Step Size

Quantization step size is essential for quantization error,
as it balances the rounding and clipping error. There are 3
potential approaches to handle learned step size:

1. Assign every subnet with unique step sizes for both
weights and activation. However, it is impossible to
store the huge amount of step sizes for 1020 subnets.

2. Apply switchable step size for every possible can-
didate choice in one layer inspired by Switchable
BN [39] and Switchable Clipping Level [16]. For ex-
ample, if the kernel size of one layer has three search
settings with {3, 5, 7}, the number of step sizes is also
set to three.

3. Equip every layer with only one step size for weights
and one step size for activation.

We first plot the distribution of weights and activation of
floating-point supernet and find that the range and distribu-
tion are similar among different subnets as shown in Fig-
ure 3. It indicates that shared step size is perhaps enough
to share across subnets. We also experiment with the lat-
ter two methods to support quantized supernet training with
elastic kernel size and they indeed result in similar results
(see Appendix). And for the simplicity of efficient training,
we propose to share the step size across one layer.

Therefore, the forward pass of the quantized supernet
training is defined as follows. Given a floating-point convo-
lution layer for candidate architecture archi, the floating-
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Table 2. The accuracy of the biggest model with adaptation
to lower bit-width. 4-bit denoted the 4-bit models after individ-
ual QAT training, OQAT-4bit denotes quantized supernet at 4-bit.
Calib denotes BatchNorm and step size calibration with little com-
putation overhead. 4/3 represents the bit width of weights and ac-
tivation is 4 and 3 respectively.

Models Methods 4/4 4/3 3/4 3/3
4-bit Calib 75.0% 72.9% 69.2% 65.3%
OQAT-4bit Calib 75.5% 73.8% 72.1% 69.1%

point weights w and activation a and the learned step size
sa and sw are shared through all candidate architectures in
this layer. In the forward pass, the weights wi and activa-
tion ai are cropped respectively. The learned quantization
function defined in Eq. 1 is used to quantize weights and
activation into wq

i and aqi . The forward pass for a quantized
convolution layer is then given by y = wq

i ∗ aqi where ∗ is
the convolution.

4.3. Bit Inheritance

When the bit-width is lower than 3, the traditional
quantization-aware training (QAT) [17, 2] process is highly
unstable and introduces large accuracy degradation for the
2-bit model. Besides, despite the higher efficiency of OQAT
compared with existing methods, the time cost is still un-
acceptable when we need to train a supernet for each bit-
width.

To compensate for the disadvantages, we devise a bit in-
heritance procedure, which serves as a good initialization
for low-bit models and improves the final QAT accuracy ef-
ficiently. We propose that in the initialization for k − 1 bit
supernet, the weight parameters and step size are inherited
and calibrated from k bit supernet. Specifically, the step
size of k − 1 bit-width is calibrated with double the origi-
nal step size. With this simple principle, we can promise
a bounded error when transferring the bit-width between
supernets. Given a convolution layer in the k bit quan-
tized model, we denote sk as the step size of this layer, and
sk−1 = 2sk as the doubled step for the k− 1 bit model. We
use w and Nw to denote the weights of this layer which is
inherited from k to k − 1. Next, we show that the L1 dis-
tance of Q(w, sk) and Q(w, sk−1) is bounded by Nw · sk.
It means the initialized Q(w, sk−1) has a bounded distance
with the well-trained Q(w, sk). For each wi, we have:

||Q(w, sk)−Q(w, sk−1)||1 ≤ Nw · |sk|. (4)

The detailed proof can be seen in the Appendix. The the-
orem indicates that our bit inheritance scheme can provide
a better initialization for the later finetuning.

Effectiveness of Bit Inheritance To validate the effec-
tiveness of bit inheritance, we first directly use it to convert
the 4-bit quantized supernet to 3 bit with simple BN and step

Table 3. The accuracy of the biggest model in (QAT) and progres-
sive bit inheritance. Start and End denote the accuracy at the first
epoch and the end of the training.

Methods 4/4 3/3 2/2
QAT@Start 48.1% 23.2% 0.8%
QAT@End 75.1% 72.1% 56%
Bit-Inheritance@Start - 71.7% 49.3%
Bit-Inheritance@End - 72.7% 64.5%

size calibration. We surprisingly find that the accuracy has
already outperformed the result with a complete QAT for
the same network (see Table 2). Besides the bounded er-
ror brought by the bit inheritance itself, we conjecture that
our shared step size and shared parameter training also con-
tribute to the robust transfer. Further, we finetune the in-
herited 3-bit supernet for just one epoch, the accuracy can
effortlessly improve by 2.6%, which also shows that the in-
herited supernet has already been around the global min-
imum. Even for the lower bit-width such as 2-bit, it can
achieve accuracy close to 3-bit with just a few more epochs’
finetuning after inheritance (see Table 3). All the evidence
proves that our bit inheritance technique is efficient and ef-
fective for producing high-performance extremely low-bit
neural networks.

5. Experimental Analysis

5.1. Experimental settings

Implementation details. We evaluate our method on the
ImageNet dataset [8]. If not specified, we follow the stan-
dard practice for quantized models [17, 10] on quantizing
the weights and activation for all convolution layers except
the first convolution layer, last linear layer, and the convolu-
tion layers in the SE modules [14]. To fairly compare with
quantized compact models, the FLOPs and BitOPs are de-
fined as follows. Denote the FLOPs of the FP layer by a,
the BitOPs of m-bit weight and n-bit activation quantized
layer is mn×a following [41, 20, 29, 3, 36]. Further details
can be found in Appendix.

Search space. Our search space is based on MobileNetV2
(MBV2) [30] and MobileNetV3 (MBV3) [13], which has
the flexible input resolution, filter kernel size, depth (num-
ber of blocks in each stage), and width (number of chan-
nels). Our search space consists of multiple stages. Each
stage stacks several inverted residual blocks. Further details
about search space can be found in the Appendix. Unless
otherwise noted, all results are sampled from the MBV3
search space denoted as OQAT, OQAT-MBV2 represents
the MBV2 search space. Further details can be found in
Appendix.
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Table 4. The comparison of the search cost and retrain cost with existing quantization-aware NAS methods. N denotes the number of
models to be deployed. The total cost is calculated with N = 40.

Methods SPOS [11] BMobi [29] BATS [3] APQ [35] OQAT

search cost (GPU hours) 288 + 24N 29N 6N 2400 + 0.5N 1200+0.5N

retrain cost (GPU hours) 240N 256N 75N 30N 0

total cost (GPU hours) 10.8k 11.4k 3.2k 3.6k 1.2k

Table 5. The best architecture for full-precision (FP) is not the best for quantization and bit inheritance can effectively improve quantization
accuracy even compared with long-time QAT. The two architectures share similar FLOPS and FP accuracies (columns 2, 3) but show
different quantization friendliness. And even we finetune the model with a complete QAT for 150/500 epochs (column 5, 6), the accuracy
is still far from that of the subnet directly sampled from BI 2-bit supernet (column 4).

Architecture FLOPs
Top-1 Acc.(%)
In FP Supernet

Top-1 Acc.(%)
In BI 2-bit Supernet

Top-1 Acc.(%)
QAT@150

Top-1 Acc.(%)
QAT@500

Pareto model from FP supernet 144 73.6% 54.4% 28.1% 43.5%
Pareto model from 2-bit supernet 142 73.4% 56.1% 33.2% 47.2%

Architecture search of quantized supernet. For
quantization-friendly analysis, we directly evaluate the
sampled subnets from the supernet without further retrain-
ing. We randomly sample 10K candidate architectures
from the supernet with the FLOPs of the corresponding
floating-point models ranging from 50M to 300M (2K in
every 50M interval). The no-retraining property enables
us to conduct the analysis within a huge search space. For
one specific model deployment requirement, we exploit
a coarse-to-fine architecture selection procedure, similar
to [38]. We first randomly sample 500 candidate architec-
tures from the supernet within the FLOPs range of ±10%.
After obtaining the good skeletons (input resolution, depth,
width) in the pareto front, we randomly perturb the kernel
sizes to further search for better architectures.

5.2. The efficiency of OQAT

In Table 4, we compare the search cost and the retrain
cost of OQAT with existing methods. The search cost is
defined as the time cost of the supernet training and the
search process to get the final N searched models under
latency targets. The retrain cost is defined as the training
cost to get the final accuracy of the searched architecture.
When N is larger than 5, the retrain cost of SPOS [11] and
BMobi [29] will surpass the total cost of OQAT. Compared
with APQ [35], our method can reduce half of the total cost.
APQ needs to train an FP supernet and sample thousands of
FP subnets to perform quantization-aware training, and thus
requires the transfer learning from the floating-point pre-
dictor to the quantization predictor. Our OQAT only needs
to train one quantized supernet and support a huge search
space with over 1020 subnets that can be directly sampled
from supernet without retraining. Thus, the average com-
putational cost is relatively low.

5.3. Ablation study

In Table 5, we validate the advantages of joint training
and bit inheritance. The model in the first row is selected

from the pareto front with the floating-point accuracy which
corresponds to NAS-then-Quantize, and the latter is with
the 2-bit accuracy as OQAT. With similar FLOPs, similar
floating-point accuracy, OQAT surpasses the accuracy of
Nas-then-Quantize with 1.7% in 2-bit accuracy. We also
perform QAT with 150 epochs and the joint training results
in over 5% accuracy improvement, which verifies the effec-
tiveness of OQAT in finding quantization-friendly architec-
tures. Although 2-bit models benefit from QAT with more
epochs (e.g., 500 epochs), the achieved accuracy is still far
from that directly sampled from the bit inheritance (BI) su-
pernet. The huge accuracy improvement verifies that bit
inheritance is a better practice compared with the existing
routine of quantization-aware training because it alleviates
the problem that quantized compact models with low bit-
width are highly unstable to train.

5.4. Comparison with existing architectures

Benefiting from joint quantization and NAS with a large
search space, as well as the bit inheritance for low-bit quan-
tized supernet, we get high-performance OQATNets under
extremely low bit-width. As shown in Figure 1(a) and Fig-
ure 1(b), OQATNets can be directly deployed for its supe-
rior accuracy, while the accuracy can be further improved
by finetuning with 25 epochs denoted by OQAT@25.

We implement LSQ [9] denoted by LSQ* to construct
strong baseline and compare with another strong quanti-
zation methods LSQ+ [2]. Our OQATNets outperforms
multiple architectures like MobileNetV2 [30], EfficientNet-
B0 [33] and MobileNetV3 [13] under all bit-widths we im-
plements. 3 bit: Our OQAT-3bit-L can also outperforms the
accuracy of EfficientB0 by 1.3% with 15% FLOPs. 2 bit:

Our OQAT-2bit-M requires less FLOPs but achieves signifi-
cantly higher Top-1 accuracy (61.7%) when compared with
MobileNetV3@LSQ* (52.8%) and MobileNetV2@LSQ*
(55.7%). The results verify that the OQAT results in
quantization-friendly compact models.
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(a) NAS-then-Quantize. (b) Pareto models.

Figure 4. Comparison of the parato models of NAS-then-Quantize
and OQAT. The FLOPs of the corresponding floating-point ar-
chitectures are used. The accuracy of Subnets@FP/3bit/2bit and
Pareto@FP/3bit/2bit is obtained in the correponding FP/3bit/2bit
supernet.

NAS-then-Quantize. We further compare with searched
model produced by NAS-then-Quantize procedure (Fig-
ure 2(a)). As shown in Figure 4(a), we quantize the pareto
models of the OFA[5] floating-point supernet and compare
it with the pareto models of our OQATNets. In the compar-
ison under 3 bit, the pareto curve of our OQAT is far above
that of the NAS-then-Quantize.

In Figure 4(b), we sample 10k subnets from the search
space, and we validate these architectures from the FP su-
pernet and 2-bit supernet. The pareto front of the sub-
nets denoted as Parato@FP are selected with the FP accu-
racy and Pareto@2bit are selected with the 2-bit accuracy.
Pareto models as those models on the pareto front of the
cost/accuracy trade-off curve. With the same accuracy of
the floating-point models, the accuracy of the model from
the 2-bit pareto is higher than the model from the FP pareto.
If our target is to search architectures for the quantized mod-
els, searching from the quantized supernet as our OQAT did
is better than searching from FP supernet and then quan-
tized.

Existing Quantization-aware NAS. In Table 6, we com-
pare our OQATNets model family with several searched
models from existing quantization-aware NAS methods,
named HAQ [34], SPOS [11], BMobi [29], BATS [3] and
APQ [35].

Our OQATNets model family shows great advantages
over existing weight-sharing methods corresponding to the
paradigm of Figure 2(b). While SPOS [11] focuses on
the search of network channels and bit-width of heavy
ResNet [12], we focus on the search of compact models
with fixed bit-width and achieve better results with fewer
FLOPs. BMobi [29] and BATS [3] did not provide the re-
sults for 2-bit, 3-bit or 4-bit. Therefore, we would like not
to directly compare our approach with BMobi and BATS,
because the results are obtained from different bit-widths.

Table 6. Quantization-aware NAS performance under different bit-
widths on ImageNet dataset. Bit (W/A) denotes the bit-width for
both weights and activation. The number of bit for different layers
is different for SPOS [11] and APQ [35]. BMobi [29], BATS [3],
and OQAT use the same bit-width for different layers. L and M
are short for for Large and medium model size.

Models Bit(W / A) BitOPs(G) Top-1
SPOS-ResNet34 {1, 2, 3, 4} 13.11 71.5
SPOS-ResNet18 {1, 2, 3, 4} 6.21 66.4%
BATS-2× 1 9.92 66.1%
BATS-1× 1 6.30 60.4 %
BMobi-M1 1 3.97 59.3%
BMobi-M2 1 2.11 51.1%
OQAT-3bit-L 3 3.07 71.3%

OQAT-3bit-M 3 1.92 68.3%

OQAT-2bit-M 2 1.21 61.7%

APQ-B {4, 6, 8} 16.5 74.1%
APQ-A {4, 6, 8} 13.2 72.1%
OQAT-MBV2-4bit-L 4 9.28 74.1%

OQAT-MBV2-4bit-M 4 6.85 72.4%

However, if only the FLOPs-accuracy trade-off is con-
cerned, our OQAT with a higher bit-width can be a better
solution. APQ utilizes transfer learning from FP predic-
tor to quantized predictor which may bring proxy problems.
Our OQAT-MBV2-4bit-L uses 43.7% less computation cost
while maintaining the same accuracy as APQ-B.

5.5. Quantization-friendly architecture analysis.

With the large search space and numerous subnets which
can be directly deployed, we can analyze the quantization-
friendly architectures (QFA) under different bit widths. We
sample 20k models from the search space with the flops in
the range of [50M, 300M ], and we evaluate these archi-
tectures from the corresponding supernet to get the accu-
racy under different bit widths. To evaluate the quantiza-
tion impact on different architectures, we define a quantiza-
tion friendliness factor to evaluate QFA under different set-
tings. It is calculated as the ratio QFk = Acck

AccFP
between

the quantization accuracy under k bit Acck and floating-
point accuracy AccFP. Spearman correlation coefficient
(Spearman) is calculated to measure the correlation between
QF score and elements like flops, resolution, total depth,
average width(total width/total depth), and average kernel
size(total kernel size/total depth). Only a part of the conclu-
sion is listed as follows.

QFA with different bit-widths. We analyze the pareto
models in the flops and accuracy curve under different bit
widths. The distribution of depth, width reveals that the 2-
bit models favor shallower depth as shown in Figure 5(a).
There is no obvious favored pattern in terms of average
width as shown in Figure 5(b).
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(a) Different bit-widths. (b) Different bit-widths. (c) FLOPs. (d) Resolution.

(e) Given computation budget. (f) Given computation budget. (g) Given floating-point accuracy. (h) Given floating-point accuracy.

Figure 5. Quantization friendly architecture analysis. The quantization score of (b-h) is calculated with the 2bit quantization accuracy.
Top-10 and worst-10 are selected with the highest or worst QF scores.

Resolution is important for QFA. In the visualization
of sampled subnets and QF score under 2-bit, QF score
increases greatly from 0.4 to 0.8 as the flops increases as
shown in Figure 5(c). Among all the elements affecting
FLOPs, we show that architectures with the large resolution
are less sensitive to quantization as shown in Figure 5(d),
which means that if several architectures with similar flops
perform the same in floating-point accuracy, these architec-
tures with large resolution tend to performs better in quan-
tization.

QFA with given computation budget. We further com-
pare the quantization-friendly pattern with a given compu-
tation budget, such as 200M FLOPs (the difference ≤ 3%).
We plot 700 architectures in Figure 5(e) and 5(f). It is easy
to conclude that the QF score is negatively correlated to
the network depth and positively correlated to the input res-
olution. The QF score is almost irrelevant to the average
width. Therefore the top-10 models with the highest QF
score have shallower depth than the worst-10 models. It
means that with a similar computation budget, we need to
design QNN with shallower depth and large resolution.

QFA with the same floating-point accuracy. Under the
same floating-point accuracy AccFP, the quantization ac-
curacy is decided by QF score. We plot over 200 architec-

tures with floating-point accuracy 67.8% with (the differ-
ence ≤ 0.2%). We find that the average width has a posi-
tive correlation with the QF score as shown in Figure 5(g).
Besides, the quantization accuracy is less relevant to the
FLOPs of models as shown in Figure 5(h). Therefore, in
this case, choosing the wider models results in higher quan-
tization accuracy.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present Once Quantization-aware
Training (OQAT), a framework that deploys the searched
quantized models without additional retraining and solves
the problem of large accuracy degradation under ultra-low
bit widths. With our proposed methods, we can search for
the OQATNets model family which far exceeds architec-
tures. Our results reveal the potential of high-performance
extremely low-bit neural networks. A comprehensive study
reveals the quantization-friendly architectures under differ-
ent bit widths which might shed a light on further research
of high performance extremely low-bit models.
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